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Abstract 32 

Uncertainty in the strength of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is 33 

analyzed in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Phase 3 (CMIP3) and Phase 5 (CMIP5) 34 

projections for the 21st century; and the different sources of uncertainty (scenario, internal and 35 

model) are quantified. Although the uncertainty in future projections of the AMOC index at 36 

30°N is larger in CMIP5 than in CMIP3, the signal-to-noise ratio is comparable during the 37 

second half of the century and even larger in CMIP5 during the first half. This is due to a 38 

stronger AMOC reduction in CMIP5. At lead times longer than a few decades, model 39 

uncertainty dominates uncertainty in future projections of AMOC strength in both the CMIP3 40 

and CMIP5 model ensembles. Internal variability significantly contributes only during the first 41 

few decades, while scenario uncertainty is relatively small at all lead times. Model uncertainty 42 

in future changes in AMOC strength arises mostly from uncertainty in density, as uncertainty 43 

arising from wind stress (Ekman transport) is negligible. Finally, the uncertainty in changes in 44 

the density originates mostly from the simulation of salinity, rather than temperature. High-45 

latitude freshwater flux and the subpolar gyre projections were also analyzed, because these 46 

quantities are thought to play an important role for the future AMOC. The freshwater input in 47 

high latitudes is projected to increase and the subpolar gyre is projected to weaken. Both the 48 

freshening and the gyre weakening likely influence the AMOC by causing anomalous salinity 49 

advection into the regions of deep water formation. While the high model uncertainty in both 50 

parameters may explain the uncertainty in the AMOC projection, deeper insight into the 51 

mechanisms for AMOC is required to reach a more quantitative conclusion.  52 
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1. Introduction 56 

The AMOC (Ganachaud and Wunsch 2003; Srokosz et al. 2012) is characterized by a 57 

northward flow of warm, salty water in the upper layers of the Atlantic, and a southward return 58 

flow of colder water in the deep Atlantic (Dickson and Brown 1994). It transports a substantial 59 

amount of heat from the tropics and Southern Hemisphere toward the North Atlantic, where the 60 

heat is then transferred to the atmosphere. The mild climate of Northern Europe is in part a 61 

consequence of this heat supply. Changes in the AMOC are thought to have a profound impact 62 

on many aspects of the global climate system. For example, the Atlantic Multidecadal 63 

Oscillation or Variability (AMO/V), a coherent pattern of multidecadal variability in surface 64 

temperature centered on the North Atlantic Ocean, is linked to the AMOC in climate models 65 

(Knight et al. 2005; Zhang and Delworth 2006). Further aspects that are hypothesized to be 66 

related to the AMOC are: observed decadal variability in the air-sea heat exchange over the 67 

North Atlantic (Gulev et al. 2013), continental summertime climate of both North America and 68 

western Europe (Sutton and Hodson 2005), Atlantic hurricane activity, Sahel rainfall and the 69 

Indian Summer Monsoon (Zhang and Delworth 2006). 70 

Direct measurements of AMOC strength from the RAPID-MOCHA array at 26.5°N reveal a 71 

decline since 2004 (McCarthy et al. 2012, Smeed et al. 2014): During 2008-2012 the AMOC 72 

was 2.7 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m³/s) weaker than during 2004-2008. Because of the relatively short 73 

observational record it is unclear whether this decline is just a short-term fluctuation or part of 74 

a long-term trend. However, records show that density in the Labrador Sea began to fall in the 75 

late 1990s, and this may suggest more persistent AMOC weakening (Robson et al. 2014). 76 
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Roberts et al. (2014) suggest that this decline could be due to internal variability. However, 77 

they also stress that the CMIP5 models generally underestimate the interannual variability of 78 

the AMOC. This may be also the case at decadal timescales due to salinity biases, as recently 79 

discussed by Park et al. (2016). 80 

How will the AMOC evolve during the next decades and the whole 21st century? Future changes 81 

in the AMOC will result from both internal and external processes of the climate system. On 82 

the one hand, in control integrations with fixed external forcing many climate models simulate 83 

strong internal AMOC variability on decadal to multi-decadal and even centennial timescales 84 

(e.g.,  Danabasoglu 2008; Latif et al. 2004; Knight et al. 2005; Park and Latif 2008; Delworth 85 

and Zeng 2012; see Latif and Keenlyside 2011 for a review). On the other hand, external forcing 86 

such as anthropogenic emissions of long-lived greenhouse gases (GHGs) driving global 87 

warming may also influence the future AMOC, as has been shown in numerous modeling 88 

studies. The internal decadal to centennial AMOC variability will superimpose and hinder 89 

detection of a potential anthropogenic AMOC signal, which evolves on similar timescales.  90 

A wide variety of mechanisms have been put forward for how global warming will influence 91 

AMOC. Global warming in response to enhanced atmospheric GHG concentrations will be 92 

accompanied by changes in the vertical temperature and salinity profiles in the ocean. The 93 

meridional structure of these changes will affect the meridional oceanic density contrast, which 94 

has been suggested to be correlated with the AMOC strength (e.g., Thorpe et al. 2001). 95 

Additionally to the importance of these processes, a large number of theoretical and modeling 96 

studies pointed out the control of the AMOC by a number of internal ocean processes (as 97 

reviewed by Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007). Delworth et al. (1993) suggested an interdecadal 98 

oscillation caused by the interaction between the AMOC and the horizontal gyre circulation. 99 

The influence of the subpolar gyre on the AMOC was supported by a multi-model study of Ba 100 

et al. (2014). Further, a remote influx at the depth of the overturning, due to changes in the 101 
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Southern Ocean wind stress and Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) formation, might counteract 102 

the effect of changes in the meridional density gradient (de Boer et al. 2010). Shakespeare and 103 

Hogg (2012) found that the AMOC scales linearly with both the Southern Ocean wind stress 104 

and northern buoyancy flux. Gnanadesikan (1999) pointed out that the difference between 105 

northern sinking and upwelling in the Southern Ocean are balanced by changes in the low-106 

latitude isopycnal depth. The rate of sinking in the north depends on the parameterization of 107 

vertical mixing. Sijp et al. (2006) derived the importance of isopycnal mixing in models, 108 

because it does not require a strong vertical instability. They argue that buoyancy-driven 109 

convection overestimates the sensitivity of deep water production against surface freshwater 110 

fluxes. The temporal and spatial interactions of all these processes determine the mean state, 111 

the internal variability and the externally caused changes of the AMOC intensity. Finally, the 112 

relative importance of these processes is unknown under changing climate conditions, and 113 

might be different from the importance of the processes that determine the mean state in climate 114 

model projections. Thus there are major uncertainties in how AMOC will respond to global 115 

warming. 116 

Climate models generally predict a weakening of the AMOC during the 21st century when 117 

forced by enhanced levels of GHG concentrations, but large uncertainties exist (e.g., Schmittner 118 

et al. 2005). This uncertainty can be conceptually decomposed into three components (Hawkins 119 

and Sutton 2009, Hawkins and Sutton 2011): First, the future GHG emissions are unknown. 120 

The climate models are therefore run under different GHG scenarios, leading to the so-called 121 

scenario uncertainty. Second, a large uncertainty exists, even under identical GHG forcing 122 

(Schmittner et al. 2005). One reason for this uncertainty is internal stochastically driven AMOC 123 

fluctuations (e.g., Park and Latif 2012, Mecking et al. 2014). This kind of uncertainty is called 124 

internal variability. Third, there is uncertainty arising from model systematic error that is called 125 

model uncertainty, also sometimes termed response uncertainty. Model uncertainty might 126 
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originate from the ocean, the atmospheric or the sea ice components of the coupled models, 127 

since all three influence the surface fluxes of heat, freshwater and momentum that drive the 128 

AMOC. For example, the large mean biases in the North Atlantic found in the most climate 129 

models (Wang et al. 2014) lead to errors in the northward path of saline waters, potentially 130 

affecting internal variability and the model response to enhanced GHG concentrations. 131 

The main purpose of this study is to investigate the consistency between the CMIP models with 132 

regard to projecting 21st century GHG-forced AMOC change and to identify the origin of 133 

uncertainties. As the complex processes controlling AMOC are poorly understood, a full 134 

mechanistic understanding of future projections in AMOC remains a major challenge in climate 135 

research and is beyond the scope of this paper. The focus of this paper is rather to examine a 136 

few key variables that have been identified to be of relevance for the AMOC. We follow the 137 

methodology outlined by Hawkins and Sutton (2009) and quantify as function of lead time the 138 

three individual contributions – scenario, internal, and model – to the total AMOC projection 139 

uncertainty. We show that, in both the CMIP3 and CMIP5 model ensembles, model uncertainty 140 

dominates AMOC projections for the 21st century at lead times beyond a few decades. This 141 

paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the data and the methodology used in 142 

this study. We present the results of the AMOC projection uncertainty analysis in Section 3. 143 

The results are summarized in Section 4. 144 

2. Data and methodology 145 

Data 146 

We have used climate model simulations from the World Climate Research Programme’s 147 

(WCRP’s) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3; Table 1) (Meehl et al. 148 

2007a) and phase 5 (CMIP5; Table 2) (Taylor et al. 2012). The multi-model datasets are 149 

provided by the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI). From 150 
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CMIP3 we used the 20C3M data for the 20th century and the IPCC SRES scenarios A1B, A2, 151 

and B1 for the 21st century. The scenario B1 comprises the weakest, A1B a moderate, and A2 152 

the strongest radiative forcing. For the CMIP5 analysis, we used the ‘historical’ data 153 

representing the 20th century and the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios for the 21st century. These 154 

two scenarios are core experiments of CMIP5, and thus were performed with virtually all 155 

participating models. The scenario with higher radiative forcing is RCP8.5. Combining the 156 

20th– and the 21st-century scenarios our analysis covers the period 1850-2100. The CMIP 157 

models provide the depth profile of the meridional overturning streamfunction in the Atlantic, 158 

defined in z-coordinates and as function of latitude. From this variable we also computed the 159 

indices of the AMOC strength by taking the maximum in the vertical for a given latitude. This 160 

is a common measure of the AMOC strength. In the CMIP3 ensemble, the mean depth of the 161 

overturning streamfunction maximum at 30°N during the years 1970-2000 is 1,115 m with an 162 

inter-model standard deviation of 519 m and in the CMIP5 ensemble, 1,036 m with an inter-163 

model standard deviation of 140 m. These numbers seem to be reasonable when compared to 164 

the observed profile at 26°N which also  depicts a maximum at roughly 1,100 m (Smeed et al. 165 

2014). For our analysis we use the latitudes 30°N and 48°N, because in most models 30°N 166 

matches the center of the overturning cell quite well, whereas 48°N is a location with large 167 

variability. Furthermore, zonal mean salinity and potential temperature profiles are analyzed in 168 

this study. These were also used to calculate density changes. We also investigate the Arctic 169 

and North Atlantic freshwater fluxes (WFO) from 0°-90°N integrated over different areas. 170 

WFO includes the effects of evaporation, precipitation, river runoff, and sea ice changes. 171 

Finally, we compute the uncertainties also for the subpolar gyre index, which is derived from 172 

the barotropic streamfunction. 173 

For most of the variables, we perform most of our analysis separately on both CMIP3 and 174 

CMIP5 data. The total number of models in the CMIP3 database is smaller than that of CMIP5 175 
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(Tables 1 and 2). Of course, the models are not entirely independent of each other; some models 176 

originate from the same modeling center and some share the same model components (Masson 177 

and Knutti 2011). Therefore, the model uncertainty derived from the model ensemble used here 178 

could be biased. To test this, we repeated the analyses with a smaller ensemble by removing 179 

those models that have a setting too close to another model or behave too similar regarding one 180 

or more variables. Our main findings remained qualitatively unchanged in these tests. Finally, 181 

one should note that the forcing used in the CMIP3 and CMIP5 integrations is similar but not 182 

identical; this is discussed below in the result section. 183 

Statistical method 184 

Uncertainty is a term used in different fields. In this study, uncertainty reflects the spread 185 

between ensemble members within the CMIP projection of future climate. The CMIP data offer 186 

a wide range of results for historic simulations and future climate projections. As the true path 187 

of AMOC strength is unknown, it is difficult to evaluate the quality of the model-based future 188 

projections. To define uncertainty we derive variances from inter-simulation differences. Total 189 

uncertainty may not be decomposed into a linear combination of individual sources of 190 

uncertainty, as cross terms may exist (i.e., variance of one component might depend on one of 191 

the other factors). For example, the sensitivity to a specified forcing scenario and the internal 192 

variability could be related and be model-dependent. However, here we are not interested in the 193 

uncertainty of individual model projections, but only in integral quantities computed over the 194 

complete model ensemble. Furthermore, we analyzed the cross terms and found them to be 195 

sufficiently small not to impact the major conclusions of this work, and thus they will be 196 

neglected in the remainder of the analysis. 197 

For the quantification of the three sources of uncertainty we basically follow the approach 198 

suggested by Hawkins and Sutton (2009), although we adapted the method for calculating the 199 

internal variability. A more complete framework has been proposed, but it was shown to give 200 
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similar results when analyzing CMIP3 models (Yip et al. 2011). For a given scalar variable of 201 

our analysis (e.g. AMOC strength or density at a fixed position) we define the term model 202 

projections X(m,s,t) as the climate realizations dependent on time, t, and obtained from various 203 

CMIP models, m, and different 21st century forcing scenarios, s. The projections X(m,s,t) are 204 

split into a long-term variability component, representing the response to external forcing 205 

Xf(m,s,t), and a short-term residual ε(m,s,t), representing internal fluctuations: 206 

X(m,s,t) = Xf(m,s,t)  + ε(m,s,t) (1). 207 

A model response to external forcing is typically computed as the mean across a large ensemble 208 

of experiments performed with that model prescribing identical external forcing but started 209 

from different initial conditions. In the absence of such data we estimate the external forced 210 

AMOC component, Xf(m,s,t), by a 4th order polynomial fit computed over the full time series. 211 

A 4th-order polynomial is chosen as it captures the non-linear response of AMOC to external 212 

forcing that includes the reduced weakening of the AMOC at the end of the 21st century found 213 

in several models. Our main conclusions remain insensitive to this choice, as shown by 214 

repeating the uncertainty analysis of the AMOC index at 30°N from the CMIP5 ensemble with 215 

polynomial orders from 2, 3, and 5 (see supplementary material).  216 

Then, from the long-term fit Xf(m,s,t) we calculate a long-term anomaly xf(m,s,t) relative to the 217 

initial value i(m,s), which is the average over the years 1970 to 2000: 218 

Xf(m,s,t) = i(m,s) + xf(m,s,t) (2). 219 

Three sources of uncertainty are distinguished. The calculation of these components involves 220 

taking the variance over the respective component. In our equations, we use a variance operator 221 

defined as follows: 222 

 𝑉𝐴𝑅𝑑(𝑝) =  
1

𝑁𝑑 − 1
 ∑ (𝑝 −

1

𝑁𝑑
∑  𝑝

𝑑

)

2

    (3).

𝑑

 223 
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Here, p is any parameter for which the variance is computed in the dimension d.  224 

The first source of uncertainty is the internal variability and defined as 225 

𝐼 =  
1

𝑁𝑠
∑  

1

𝑁𝑚
𝑠

∑  𝑉𝐴𝑅𝑡

𝑚

(𝜀(𝑚, 𝑠, 𝑡))    (4). 226 

Ns and Nm are the numbers of scenarios and models, respectively. Internal variability is 227 

represented by the variance of the residual ε(m,s,t) over time, averaged over all models and all 228 

scenarios. Therefore, internal variability is given as one value.  229 

The second source of uncertainty is the model uncertainty and defined as 230 

𝑀(𝑡) =
1

𝑁𝑠
∑ 𝑉𝐴𝑅𝑚(

𝑠

𝑥𝑓(𝑚, 𝑠, 𝑡))   (5). 231 

 It represents the spread between the different model realizations. Here, we take the variance of 232 

the long-term anomaly xf(m,s,t) over the model dimension m, and then average over the different 233 

scenarios. According to our definition the internal variability includes only frequencies on inter-234 

annual or decadal timescales. Since the AMOC exhibits long-term variability (e.g. the Atlantic 235 

Multidecadal Variability, AMV), which cannot be completely filtered out by the polynomial 236 

fit, the model uncertainty contains also some uncertainty due to internal variability.  237 

The third source of uncertainty is the scenario uncertainty and defined as 238 

𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑉𝐴𝑅𝑠 (
1

𝑁𝑚
∑ 𝑥𝑓(𝑚, 𝑠, 𝑡)

𝑚

)   (6). 239 

It represents the spread of the long-term anomaly xf(m,s,t), averaged over all models for each 240 

scenario. The estimate of the total uncertainty T(t) is defined as the sum of the internal, model 241 

and scenario uncertainty. Finally, we calculated the signal-to-noise ratio SNR(t) with a two-242 

sided confidence level c: 243 
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SNR(t) = 
𝐺(𝑡)

𝑞𝑐
2

 √𝑇(𝑡)
 (7). 244 

Here 𝑞𝑐

2
 is the 

𝑐

2
th quantile of the standard normal distribution. In this analysis, a confidence 245 

level of 90% is used. G(t) is the mean signal 246 

𝐺(𝑡) =  
1

𝑁𝑠
∑  

1

𝑁𝑚
𝑠

∑ 𝑥𝑓(𝑚, 𝑠, 𝑡)

𝑚

  (8) 247 

which is estimated from the averaged model fit xf considering all models and scenarios. A 248 

signal-to-noise ratio SNR(t) larger than unity indicates that the mean climate signal G(t) exceeds 249 

the amplitude of the noise and is therefore detectable. The uncertainty analysis below is based 250 

on decadal means. 251 

3. Results 252 

AMOC 253 

The ensemble-mean of the late 20th century (1970-2000) Atlantic meridional overturning 254 

streamfunction depicts a distinct maximum just below 1000 m in the region 30°N-45°N in both 255 

the CMIP3 (Fig. 1a) and CMIP5 (Fig. 1d) model ensemble. The North Atlantic Deep Water 256 

(NADW) cell reaches down to roughly 3000 m, which is shallower than what observations 257 

suggest (McCarthy et al. 2012). We note, however, that the vertical extent of the cell varies 258 

from model to model. The overall structure of the ensemble-mean is rather similar in the two 259 

CMIP ensembles, but the mean strength of the overturning is considerably stronger in the 260 

CMIP5 ensemble. The vertical maximum at 26°N is close to 19 Sv in the CMIP5 ensemble, as 261 

opposed to 16 Sv in the CMIP3 ensemble. These numbers are closer to the observations 262 

obtained from the RAPID array at 26°N, indicating AMOC strength of about 17.5 Sv during 263 

the years 2004-2012 (Smeed et al. 2014). Decadal variability, however, may be large. 264 

Furthermore, it must be noted that the spread among the models is huge and for the vertical 265 
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maximum at 26°N the models provide a range of 12.1 - 29.7 Sv in CMIP5 and 6.6 – 27.4 Sv in 266 

CMIP3. The ensemble-mean AABW cell, which is located below the NADW cell, is rather 267 

similar in both ensembles.  268 

The ensemble-mean projected change in the Atlantic meridional overturning streamfunction for 269 

the end of the 21st century (2090-2100 relative to 1970-2000) is shown in Fig. 1b and 1e. A 270 

clear weakening of the NADW cell is seen in both ensembles, with the strongest change in the 271 

streamfunction near 40°N, while there is a slight strengthening of the AABW cell. The spatial 272 

pattern of the change is rather similar, but the magnitude is considerably stronger in the CMIP5 273 

ensemble. In both ensembles, the maximum reduction occurs below the absolute maximum of 274 

the ensemble-mean streamfunction, which results in a shallower NADW cell. We note that 275 

although the radiative forcing is roughly comparable in the two ensembles, it is not identical. 276 

For example, the changes in global annual-mean surface air temperature by the year 2100 277 

depending on the scenario are: in CMIP3 1.8°C (B1), 2.8°C (A1B), 3.6°C (A2) relative to 1980-278 

1999 (Meehl et al. 2007b); and in CMIP5 1.9°C (RCP4.5), 4.1°C (RCP8.5) relative to 1986-279 

2005 (Collins et al. 20013). The relative change of the overturning is comparable and amounts 280 

to about a 25-30% reduction by the end of the 21st century. The stronger absolute weakening in 281 

the CMIP5 ensemble causes a larger signal-to-noise ratio in the CMIP5 ensemble with a 282 

maximum of about 1.5 (Fig. 1f) as opposed to about 1 in the CMIP3 ensemble (Fig. 1c). A 283 

signal-to-noise ratio of unity denotes the significance limit with 90%-confidence. Thus, a value 284 

of 1.5 is indicative of a highly significant and detectable change. 285 

In the following, we take the maxima of the streamfunction at 30°N and 48°N as indices for the 286 

AMOC strength. The 30°N index is close to the center of the overturning cell and also is a good 287 

indicator for a large meridional scale of the cell. Additionally, we select an AMOC index at 288 

48°N that is close to the northern edge of the overturning cell and displays higher variability 289 

than the index at 30°N. We show the individual projections at 30°N for both CMIP3 (Fig. 2a) 290 
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and CMIP5 (Fig. 2d), for each model and for each scenario, with a 10-year running mean 291 

applied to aid visualization (but all uncertainty analysis is performed on decadal means). A 292 

large spread is obvious in the long-term AMOC projections at 30°N in the CMIP3 and CMIP5 293 

ensembles. In both ensembles, the largest contribution to the total uncertainty is related to the 294 

model differences (blue) at almost all lead times (Fig. 2b, 2e); while the contribution from the 295 

internal variability (red) is rather small at all lead times. Although climate models may 296 

underestimate the interannual variability of the AMOC (Roberts et al. 2014), model uncertainty 297 

would still dominate by far even if the internal variability component was twice as large as 298 

estimated here. Similarly, model uncertainty dominates for any reasonable choice of 299 

polynomial order used to identify the forced component (see supplementary material). By 2100, 300 

the contribution of scenario uncertainty (green) is substantial (about 20%) in the CMIP5 301 

ensemble, but is rather small in the CMIP3 ensemble. This may be partly related to the larger 302 

range of radiative forcing and to larger model sensitivity in CMIP5. Independently of this, the 303 

main conclusion is unchanged as we move from CMIP3 to CMIP5: the model uncertainty is by 304 

far the largest contribution to the total uncertainty in the AMOC projections for the 21st century 305 

at lead times of several decades and beyond. Both CMIP ensembles yield a relatively large 306 

signal-to-noise ratio for the AMOC change at 30°N (red line in Fig. 2c and 2f) at lead times 307 

beyond a few decades. The signal-to-noise ratio tends to diminish at longer lead times. This 308 

reflects the dominance of the model uncertainty compared to the projected AMOC reduction. 309 

The signal-to-noise ratio is generally larger at 30°N than at 48°N (blue line in Fig. 2c and 2f), 310 

which indicates a greater detectability of an anthropogenic signal in the subtropics compared to 311 

the mid-latitudes.  312 

Although geostrophic transport dominates the time-mean AMOC, both geostrophic and Ekman 313 

transports are important in explaining the AMOC variability. We derived the Ekman 314 

contribution to the AMOC model uncertainty at 30°N from the wind stress curl field (Visbeck 315 
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et al. 2003). The Ekman component of model uncertainty is shown together with the remaining 316 

model uncertainty and the other two uncertainty sources in Fig. 3. The Ekman contribution 317 

(yellow) is rather small and becomes comparable to the AMOC uncertainty due to the internal 318 

variability by the end of the 21st century. The Ekman uncertainty is thus, in both model 319 

ensembles, only a marginal contributor to the total AMOC projection uncertainty. 320 

As scenario uncertainty plays only a minor role compared to model uncertainty, we will focus 321 

on only one scenario per model ensemble during all following analyses. We choose scenarios 322 

with a moderate radiative forcing: SRES A1B for CMIP3 and RCP4.5 for CMIP5. One should 323 

keep in mind that the global-mean surface air temperature change by the year 2100 is larger in 324 

A1B (2.8°C relative to 1980-1999) than in RCP4.5 (1.9°C relative to 1986-2005). 325 

We benchmark the relationships of the AMOC to several parameters that have been previously 326 

identified as relevant, for both CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles as follows: Table 3 lists 327 

correlations computed across the model ensembles between the AMOC index at 30°N and these 328 

parameters (see table caption for definitions). For the correlations time averages over 1970-329 

2000 or 2070-2100 are used. The correlations are not computed in the time- but in the model-330 

domain (detailed equations are given in the supplementary material). We use all available 331 

models for these correlations. We did not remove outliers because there are no uniform metrics 332 

that define an outlier reliably. Sometimes one model seems to perform well for one variable but 333 

not for a different one. The strongest and significant correlation with the mean AMOC index at 334 

30°N in the model ensemble for both periods is found for the subpolar gyre (SPG) index (rhistorical 335 

= 0.87 and rRCP4.5 = 0.88). The SPG index is defined here as the minimum of the barotropic 336 

streamfunction in the region 60°W-15°W / 45°N-65°N, and multiplied by -1. The SPG mean 337 

state is negative in the barotropic streamfuction, indicating anti-clockwise circulation, and our 338 

SPG index hence reflects the strength of this anti-clockwise circulation. Also the Atlantic mean 339 

meridional depth-integrated density difference (MDD) is significantly related to the AMOC 340 
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index (rhistorical = 0.75 and rRCP4.5 = 0.86). A separation of MDD into salinity- and temperature-341 

driven components (MDDsal and MDDtemp) suggests that salinity dominates this relationship, 342 

especially when the correlation of the differences is compared. Scatter plots between the AMOC 343 

index and density gradients from the CMIP3 and CMIP5 models (Fig. 4) show that a strong 344 

AMOC goes along with a large meridional density gradient. This relationship is in agreement 345 

with studies that incorporate simple box models of the Stommel type (Stommel 1961). 346 

However, we want to stress that the variability of the AMOC and general ocean circulation in 347 

a climate model is driven by more complex ocean-atmosphere interactions. The near-linear 348 

relationship between the AMOC index and the meridional density gradient (Fig. 4a) is primarily 349 

caused by the changes in salinity (Fig. 4c). Due to geostrophy, we also expect a dependence of 350 

the AMOC strength on the zonal density gradient (Sijp et al. 2012). However, the link between 351 

the AMOC index and the zonal density difference (ZDD) is weaker (rhistorical = 0.63 and rRCP4.5 352 

= 0.62; Fig. 4b) than the link to MDD, and changes in ZDD are only weakly related to projected 353 

changes in AMOC strength (r=0.16). Further parameters that exhibit no strong correlation to 354 

the AMOC index are the northward Ekman transport at the southern border of the Atlantic 355 

(50°S) and the pycnocline depth.  356 

As MDD appears to be closely related to the projected AMOC changes, a similar correlation 357 

analysis was performed to identify the factors most related to the MDD (Table 4). The 358 

freshwater flux at the ocean surface (WFO) seems to play a role in determining the mean 359 

meridional density gradient. We also considered integrating the freshwater flux over time for 360 

this analysis. However, this did not affect the relative importance of model uncertainty and 361 

internal variability, nor the signal-to-noise ratio. We find negative correlations with WFOArctic 362 

(integrated over the Arctic; rhistorical = -0.62 and rRCP4.5 = -0.48) and WFO30-50N (integrated over 363 

the Atlantic 30°-50°N; rhistorical = -0.77 and rRCP4.5 = -0.71). But for the difference between the 364 

two periods there is no relationship (rdiff. = -0.03 / -0.10). We point out that the validity of our 365 
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results in Tables 3 and 4 is limited. Low correlations with the AMOC index may be biased by 366 

strong model uncertainties. For example, the weak link of the ZDD with AMOC does not 367 

necessarily imply that the former is unrelated to AMOC strength or change. Instead, this may 368 

reflect differences in model dynamics. Furthermore, correlation analysis cannot identify causal 369 

links. However, in the following we will place emphasis on parameters with a high correlation 370 

to the AMOC strength or with the AMOC changes. 371 

Density structure 372 

All processes maintaining the density distribution in the water column are potentially important 373 

in steering the AMOC. Although virtually all models simulate a significant weakening of the 374 

AMOC under global warming conditions (Fig. 2), the reasons for changes and resulting 375 

feedback mechanisms in the individual models may differ, which is eventually reflected in a 376 

large model spread. In the 20th century runs, the simulated spatial and temporal distribution of 377 

the modeled temperature and salinity fields largely differ from model to model. Furthermore as 378 

mentioned above, the models suffer from large biases (e.g., Schneider et al. 2007). 379 

The CMIP3 A1B (Fig 5a) and CMIP5 RCP4.5 (Fig. 5d) ensemble-mean projected changes in 380 

density, averaged zonally across the Atlantic, both show a strong reduction at the ocean surface, 381 

generally weakening with depth. The strongest surface density reduction occurs north of 40°N, 382 

with a secondary minimum near the Equator. The density signal penetrates relatively deep into 383 

the Arctic Ocean. In the Southern Hemisphere mid-latitudes near 45°S, the mean profiles show 384 

a strongly reduced density of the water column down to 1000 m depth. For some depth levels 385 

in CMIP5 RCP4.5, the Southern Hemisphere decrease in density is even larger than in the 386 

Arctic. 387 

The impact on the density field through changes in temperature and salinity changes are also 388 

separated. The temperature effect dominates in the tropics and subtropics (Fig. 5b and 5e), 389 
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where it strongly reduces the density. Salinity on the other hand tends to enhance the density 390 

(Fig. 5c and 5f). A very strong salinity-induced increase in density is located around 30°N 391 

extending to a depth of about 1000 m. At higher latitudes, especially in the Arctic region, the 392 

models consistently project a strong salinity-induced reduction in density within the upper 1000 393 

m. The pattern in the salinity contribution to the density change might lead to an intensified 394 

meridional freshwater transport from the subtropics to the mid- and high latitudes, especially in 395 

the Northern Hemisphere. Enhanced sea ice melt and stronger river runoff into the subpolar 396 

North Atlantic and into the Arctic basin are also important in this context. 397 

The largest uncertainties in the CMIP3 A1B projections of the density profiles (Fig. 6a and 6d) 398 

are located in the mid-latitude North Atlantic and Arctic with largest values close to the surface. 399 

Clearly, the overwhelming contribution to the total uncertainty in the projected density 400 

originates from the model uncertainty (Fig. 6b and 6e). By separating the model uncertainty in 401 

the density projections into a thermal- and a saline-driven part, it becomes also clear that the 402 

latter explains the major fraction of the model uncertainty, especially in the Arctic (Fig. 6c and 403 

6f). The results concerning the density changes from CMIP3 are basically confirmed by those 404 

from CMIP5, with the caveat that the changes in CMIP5 tend to be somewhat weaker. Some of 405 

this difference could be due to weaker radiative forcing of the RCP4.5 scenario used in CMIP5 406 

compared to the A1B scenario in CMIP3. 407 

We now turn to the salinity projections themselves. The model uncertainty and the signal-to-408 

noise ratios for both the CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles are estimated using the A1B and RCP4.5 409 

scenarios (Fig. 7). Consistent with the salinity contribution to the density uncertainty (Fig. 6c 410 

and 6f), the uncertainty in the salinity projections obtained from CMIP3 shows the largest 411 

uncertainties in the mid-latitude North Atlantic and in the Arctic (Fig. 7a and 7c). The 412 

uncertainty of the salinity projections obtained from the CMIP5 ensemble is much reduced 413 

compared to that calculated from the CMIP3 models. In the CMIP3 ensemble, a well distinct 414 
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region of high signal-to-noise ratio in the salinity projections is located in the region 20°N-415 

40°N within the upper 700 m centered at a depth of about 300 m (Fig 7b). In the CMIP5 416 

ensemble, a similar pattern is found (Fig. 7d). However, the maximum values of the signal-to-417 

noise ratio are somewhat smaller than in CMIP3. Still, the area where it exceeds unity is larger 418 

than in CMIP3. A gain in confidence is seen in a narrow region around 40°N below 700 m. 419 

Further regions of enhanced signal-to-noise ratio in CMIP5 are found in the Southern 420 

Hemisphere at 0°-20°S and south of 40°S, approximately in the upper 200 m. We conclude that 421 

the model uncertainty determines the uncertainty in the density projections by the end of the 422 

21st century, and that the uncertainty in the salinity projections is most relevant to the 423 

uncertainty in the density projections. In this study, we focus on the spread of model projections. 424 

Our results by no means imply that temperature changes are unimportant for the future 425 

evolution of the AMOC, but they appear to play a secondary role for the model uncertainty. 426 

Freshwater budget 427 

We next investigate the projections for the freshwater flux integrated over the Arctic 428 

(WFOArctic). In the CMIP5 ensemble, the projected changes in WFOArctic are anti-correlated with 429 

the changes in the AMOC index at 30°N (Table 3: rdiff = -0.68). The projected mean WFOArctic 430 

features some “outliers”, which does not allow drawing reliable conclusions. There also is a 431 

strong anti-correlation between mean WFOArctic and the meridional density gradient (Table 4: 432 

rhistorical = -0.62 and rRCP4.5 = -0.48). The projections of WFOArctic under the A1B (CMIP3) and 433 

RCP4.5 (CMIP5) scenarios both show a negative ensemble-mean trend (Fig. 8a and 8d), which 434 

leads to a freshening of the Arctic. However, the spread among individual models is large. In 435 

the CMIP5 projections (Fig. 8e), the model uncertainty is remarkably reduced compared to 436 

CMIP3 (Fig. 8b). This improvement could be caused by the higher complexity of the CMIP5 437 

models that among others employ higher resolution. As a consequence, small-scale processes 438 

influencing evaporation, precipitation, river runoff, and/or sea ice can be more realistically 439 
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simulated. Consistent with this, the signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 8c and 8f) is larger in CMIP5, but 440 

it does not exceed 1.2. Uncertainty in freshwater flux affects the surface salinity in the Arctic 441 

and also remote regions by advection. The large uncertainty in surface salinity north of 40°N 442 

(Fig. 7) is at least partially explained by the highly uncertain freshwater budget. However, the 443 

projected changes in WFOArctic and in MDD (for 2070-2100 relative to 1970-2000) are not 444 

significantly correlated in the CMIP5 ensemble (Table 4: rdiff. = -0.03), underscoring the 445 

complexity of freshwater processes in the climate models. 446 

Subpolar Gyre index 447 

Our results suggest that the processes in the northern North Atlantic are most important for the 448 

model uncertainties in the AMOC. This is equally confirmed by both CMIP3 and CMIP5. 449 

Therefore, our following analysis on the subpolar gyre (SPG) index is only based on the CMIP5 450 

model ensemble. The models project an ensemble-mean reduction in the SPG index until 2100 451 

in both scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). The SPG index during the reference period (1970-452 

2000) is 42.3 Sv, with a projected weakening until 2090-2100 of 10.6 Sv in RCP4.5 and 13.8 453 

Sv in RCP8.5, i.e. a reduction of about 25% and 33%, respectively. The SPG and the AMOC 454 

indices are highly correlated across the model ensemble (Table 3: rhistorical = 0.87 and rRCP4.5 = 455 

0.88). However, the correlation between the projected changes of these two periods is weak 456 

(rdiff. = 0.17). The large model spread of the SPG projection (Fig. 9a) results in high model 457 

uncertainty, which is much higher than the internal variability and scenario uncertainty (Fig. 458 

9b). This is reflected in a signal-to-noise ratio less than unity during the entire 21st century (Fig. 459 

9c). Therefore, a weakening of the SPG in the ensemble-mean is not significant, due to the large 460 

model uncertainty, which is possibly also affecting the AMOC strength. 461 

The SPG index is obtained from the barotropic streamfunction, which can be split into a wind-462 

driven flat-bottom Sverdrup transport and into a bottom pressure torque-driven transport 463 

(Greatbatch et al. 1991). We compute the uncertainties of the flat-bottom Sverdrup transport to 464 
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evaluate the importance of wind stress projections in generating this high model uncertainty in 465 

the SPG. We find that model uncertainty for the total barotropic streamfunction (Fig. 10a) is 466 

much larger than for the flat-bottom Sverdrup transport (Fig. 10b). Therefore, we eliminate 467 

wind stress as a potential source for high model uncertainty in the SPG. The remaining potential 468 

source is the bottom pressure torque, which depends on bottom pressure (vertically integrated 469 

density) and on bottom topography. We conclude that model differences in density projections 470 

and potentially also the different spatial representations of the bathymetry are responsible for 471 

the high uncertainty in the SPG index projections. In fact, we find that models with a higher 472 

vertical resolution tend to simulate a stronger SPG and also a stronger weakening over the 21st 473 

century (for details see the supplementary material).  474 

4. Summary and discussion  475 

We have investigated the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) projections for 476 

the 21st century obtained from the CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles. The CMIP5 model 477 

projections indicate a weakening of the AMOC of approximately 25% by the end of the 21st 478 

century, in agreement with the CMIP3 projections. However, the spread in CMIP5 AMOC 479 

projections is substantially larger than that in CMIP3. The model uncertainty is by far the largest 480 

contribution to the total AMOC projection uncertainty in both model ensembles. Nevertheless, 481 

by investigating the AMOC index at 30°N to compute the signal-to-noise ratio in the subtropics, 482 

which is based on the 90%-confidence level, we find that it is sufficiently large to detect an 483 

anthropogenic AMOC signal by 2030 in both CMIP3 and CMIP5. The signal-to-noise ratio is 484 

less favorable in the mid-latitude North Atlantic, which was inferred by investigating the 485 

AMOC index at 48°N. 486 

At lead times of several decades and longer, the model uncertainty becomes much larger than 487 

the scenario uncertainty - even toward the end of the 21st century. In contrast to this, the globally 488 

averaged surface air temperature uncertainties are at these long lead times dominated by 489 
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scenario uncertainty (Hawkins and Sutton 2009). Finally, we conclude that the AMOC 490 

projection uncertainty due to internal variability is unimportant at lead times beyond a few 491 

decades. Likewise, the uncertainty originating from mechanical forcing of the AMOC by 492 

atmospheric wind stress is insignificant in comparison to other sources of uncertainties. Thus, 493 

the AMOC model uncertainty appears to be dominated by the model uncertainty in projecting 494 

the oceanic density structure. The uncertainty in the projection of the density increases with 495 

latitude and is particularly strong in the subpolar North Atlantic and in the Arctic. The model 496 

uncertainties in the salinity projections explain most of the uncertainty that is found in the 497 

density projections. Salinity uncertainty in turn might be caused by uncertainties arising from 498 

freshwater flux and gyre-strength projections. The latter is important, because the strength of 499 

the SPG influences the salt advection into the regions of deep water formation. As in the salinity 500 

projections, the freshwater flux and gyre-strength projections depict large uncertainties in high 501 

latitudes. This could possibly be a reason for the large uncertainty in projecting the 21st century 502 

AMOC. Given our incomplete understanding of the AMOC, making a quantitative assessment 503 

of AMOC changes remains a challenge. Nevertheless, we can conclude that model 504 

improvements that affect the density structure in the North Atlantic will lead to a more reliable 505 

AMOC projection. 506 
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Tables 636 

Table 1 637 

CMIP3 
AMOC Salinity Pot. T. WFO My 

A1B A2 B1 A1B 

A1B 
BCCR-BCM2.0 X X X X X   

CGCM3.1(T47) X X X X X X X 

CGCM3.1(T63) X   X X X X 

CNRM-CM3 X   X X X X 

CSIRO-Mk3.0 X X  X X X X 

CSIRO-Mk3.5 X X X X X X X 

GFDL-CM2.0 X   X X X X 

GFDL-CM2.1 X X X X  X X 

GISS-AOM X  X X X  X 

GISS-ER X X X X X X X 

INM-CM3.0 X X X   X X 

IPSL-CM4 X X X X X  X 

MIROC3.2(hires) X  X X X  X 

MIROC3.2(medres)  X X X X X X X 

MIUB-ECHO-G X X X X X X X 

MPI-ECHAM5 X X X X X X X 

MRI-CGCM2.3.2a X X X X X X X 

NCAR-CCSM3 X      X 

NCAR-PCM1 X   X X  X 

UKMO-HadCM3 X   X X X X 

 638 

Table 1 Models of CMIP3. The compiled dataset for the variables AMOC (Atlantic Meridional 639 

Overturning Circulation), salinity, potential temperature, WFO (freshwater flux), and My 640 

(northward Ekman transport). Scenarios for the 21st century are marked in addition to the 641 

20C3M scenario.  642 

  643 
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Table 2 644 

CMIP5 

AMOC Salinity Pot. Temp. WFO Ψ τ 

RCP45 

& 

RCP85 

RCP45 RCP45 & RCP85 

ACCESS1.3 X X X X   

BCC-CSM1.1  X X    

CanESM2 X X X  X X 

CCSM4 X X X  X X 

CESM1-BGC X X X  X X 

CESM1-CAM5 X X X  X X 

CESM1-CAM5.1,FV2 X      

CESM1-WACCM X X X  X X 

CMCC-CM  X X X   

CMCC-CMS  X X X   

CNRM-CM5 X X X X X X 

CSIRO-Mk3.6.0  X X X   

FGOALS-g2 X X X    

GFDL-CM3 X X X X X X 

GFDL-ESM2G 210   X X X X X 

GFDL-ESM2M X X X X X X 

GISS-E2-H  X X    

GISS-E2-R  X X    

Had-GEM2-AO  X X    

Had-GEM2-CC  X X X   

Had-GEM2-ES  X X X   

IPSL-CM5A-LR  X X X   

IPSL-CM5A-MR  X X X   

IPSL-CM5B-LR  X X X   

MIROC-ESM  X X X   

MIROC-ESM-CHEM    X   

MIROC5 X X X X   

MPI-ESM-LR X X X X X X 

MPI-ESM-MR X X X X X X 

MRI-CGCM3 X X X X X X 

NorESM1-M X X X X X X 

NorESM1-ME X X X X X X 
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 645 

Table 2 Models of CMIP5. The compiled dataset for the variables AMOC (Atlantic Meridional 646 

Overturning Circulation), salinity, potential temperature, WFO (freshwater flux), Ψ (barotropic 647 

streamfunction including the subpolar gyre index), and τ (wind stress – used for computing the 648 

flat-bottomed Sverdrup transport and the northward Ekman transport). Scenarios for the 21st 649 

century are marked in addition to the historical scenario.  650 
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Table 3 651 

 AMOC 

 1970-2000 

(historical) 

2070-2100 

(RCP4.5) 
diff. 

H² 0.52 0.54 0.51 

MDD 74°N – 30°S 0.75 0.86 0.55 

MDDsal  0.83 0.60 

MDDtemp  0.65 -0.56 

H² MDD 0.72 0.82 0.64 

WFOArctic       -0.53      -0.13        -0.68 

WFOsubpolar        0.43      -0.66        0.25 

WFONordic Seas        0.78        0.51        0.58 

WFO30-50N       -0.81      -0.65        0.45 

WFOtrop. NA       -0.85      -0.8        0.32 

Ekman transport (50°S, 70°W-25°E) -0.03 -0.16 -0.12 

Pycnocline depth (20°N-20°S) 0.45 0.26        -0.1 

ZDD (30°N, 70°W-20°W) 0.63 0.62 0.16 

Subpolar Gyre index 0.87 0.88 0.17 

Subtropical Gyre index 0.08 -0.03 0.61 

 652 

Table 3 Correlations between different parameters and the Atlantic Meridional Overturning 653 

Circulation (AMOC) index at 30°N in the CMIP5 model ensemble. Correlation coefficients are given 654 

in three columns. The first is related to the mean of during periods 1970-2000 (historical), the second 655 

during 2070-2100 (RCP4.5) and the third to the differences between these two periods (diff.). The 656 

parameters used in the table are: the squared depth of the stream function (H2); the meridional density 657 

difference (MDD) between 74°N and 30°S down to 1400m depth and averaged across the Atlantic; the 658 

temperature contribution to the MDD change computed using the salinity profile of the years 1970-659 

2000 (MDDtemp) and the salinity contribution using the temperature profile of the years 1970-2000 660 

(MDDsal); the freshwater flux into the Arctic basin including the Barents Sea and Kara Sea region 661 

(WFOArctic); the freshwater flux into Atlantic ocean between 50°N and 65°N excluding the Norwegian 662 

Sea (WFOsubpolar); the freshwater flux into the Norwegian Sea, Greenland Sea and Iceland Sea 663 

(WFONordic Seas); the freshwater flux into the Atlantic between 30°N and 50°N (WFO30-50N); the 664 

freshwater flux into the Atlantic between 0° and 30°N (WFOtrop. NA); the Ekman transport at 50°S in 665 

the Atlantic sector (70°W-25°E); the pycnocline depth according to Gnanadeskian (1999); the zonal 666 

density difference (ZDD); the Subpolar Gyre index (the minimum in the barotropic streamfuction 667 

within the area 60°-15°W / 45°-65°N multiplied by -1); the Subtropical Gyre index (the maximum 668 
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in the barotropic streamfuction within the area 80°-40°W / 15°-45°N). Bold numbers are significant 669 

at the 90%-confidence level. The critical correlation coefficient varies because a different number of 670 

models was used depending on the variables.  671 
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Table 4 672 

  MDD  

1970-2000 

(historical) 

2070-2100 

(RCP4.5) 

diff. 

H² 0.43 0.54 0.04 

WFOArctic -0.62 -0.48 -0.03 

WFOsubpolar 0.08 -0.40 -0.38 

WFONordic Seas 0.44 0.39 0.06 

WFO30-50N -0.77 -0.71 -0.10 

WFOtrop. NA 0.02 -0.01 0.32 

 673 

Table 4 Correlations analogous to Table 3 but for the meridional density difference (MDD) between 674 

74°N and 30°S down to 1400m depth instead of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation 675 

(AMOC) index. Bold numbers are significant at the 90%-confidence level. The critical correlation 676 

coefficient varies because a different number of models was used depending on the variables. 677 

   678 
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Figures 679 

 680 

Fig. 1 The Atlantic meridional overturning streamfunction for CMIP3 and CMIP5 from the 681 

models listed in Table 1 and Table 2. Panels (a-c) summarizes the results for CMIP3 (20C3M, 682 

SRES A1B, A2 and B1 scenarios), and the panels (d-f) provide the results for CMIP5 683 

(historical, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios). (a, d) ensemble-mean overturning streamfunction 684 

(Sv = 106 m³/s) for the reference period year 1970-2000. (b, e) anomaly by 2090-2100 relative 685 

to the reference period 1970-2000. (c, f) signal-to-noise ratio with the 90%-confidence limit 686 

given by the black contour. Please note the different scales in the color bars 687 
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 688 

Fig. 2 Sources of the uncertainties in projections of the AMOC until 2100. a-c: CMIP3 (SRES 689 

A1B, A2 and B1). (d-f) CMIP5 (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). (a) and (d): AMOC long-term changes 690 

of the individual models at 30°N; the 10-year running mean is presented (the climate mean of 691 

the reference period 1970-2000 has been removed). (b) and (e): individual absolute 692 

uncertainties of the AMOC projections (Sv2) at 30°N. (c) and (f): signal-to-noise ratio for the 693 

AMOC changes at 30°N (red) and 48°N (blue) 694 

  695 
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 696 

Fig. 3 Absolute uncertainties of the AMOC (Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation) 697 

projections at 30°N in CMIP3 (Sv = 106 m³/s). The figures are the same as Figs. 2b and 2e 698 

except that they include the contribution of the wind-driven meridional Ekman transport to the 699 

model uncertainty (yellow). (a) for CMIP3 with the scenarios A1B, A2, and B1. (b) for CMIP5 700 

with the scenarios RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 701 

  702 

(a) 
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 703 

Fig. 4 AMOC index at 30°N and (a) meridional density difference (MDD) between 74°N and 704 

30°S, (b) zonal density difference (ZDD) at 30°N. (c): same as (a) but the 21st century density 705 

includes only the salinity effect, i.e. temperature profile of CMIP3 (CMIP5) has been taken 706 

from 20C3M (historical). Each symbol represents one model; the line connects the symbols for 707 

the 20C3M (historical) run averaged over 1970-2000 with the SRES A1B (RCP4.5) run 708 

averaged over 2070-2100 709 

  710 
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 711 

Fig. 5 Density anomaly projections for CMIP3 (a-c) and CMIP5 (d-f). a and d: The Atlantic 712 

basin meridional profiles of the ensemble mean potential density anomalies 2090-2100 relative 713 

to 1970-2000. (b) and (e): density anomaly based only on the projected changes in potential 714 

temperature. (c) and (f): density anomaly based only on the projected changes in salinity 715 

  716 
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 717 

Fig. 6 Uncertainties in the density projections for CMIP3 (a-c) and CMIP5 (d-f). (a) and (d): 718 

the total uncertainties in the density projection. (b) and (e): the model uncertainty in the density 719 

projection. (c) and (f): the model uncertainty in the density projection based only on salinity 720 

projections (temperature is kept constant) 721 

  722 
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 723 

Fig. 7 Uncertainties in the salinity projection for CMIP3 (a-b) and CMIP5 (c-d). (a) and (c): 724 

the model uncertainties in the salinity projections. (b) and (d): signal-to-noise ratio with a 90%-725 

confidence limit (ratio of 1 is given by the black contour) 726 

  727 
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 728 

Fig. 8 Sources of uncertainty in the projection of freshwater flux anomalies into the Arctic 729 

Ocean for CMIP3 (a-c) and CMIP5 (d-f). (a) and (d): The individual model runs (black) and 730 

the ensemble-mean (thick red). A 10-year running mean is applied. The climate mean for the 731 

period 1970-2000 is removed. (b) and (e): absolute values of the model uncertainty and the 732 

internal variability. (c) and (f): signal-to-noise ratio 733 

  734 
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 735 

Fig. 9 Sources of uncertainty in the subpolar gyre (SPG) index projection until 2100 in the 736 

CMIP5 model ensemble using the scenarios RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. (a) SPG index long-term 737 

changes of the individual models; only 10-year running mean is presented (the climate mean 738 

has been removed); (b) individual absolute uncertainties of the SPG index projections; (c) 739 

signal-to-noise ratio for the SPG index changes 740 

 741 

  742 
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 743 

Fig. 10 Model uncertainty of the barotropic streamfunction projections of CMIP5 for 2090-744 

2100; (a) for the total barotropic streamfunction from the model output and (b) for the flat-745 

bottomed Sverdrup transport computed from wind stress data. The scenarios RCP4.5 and 746 

RCP8.5 are used 747 


